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Curve

How an unusual lot resulted
in design inspiration for one
Northwest Denver family.
by sarah Goldblatt
photography by raul garcia

styling for kitchen and bodie’s room: mindy pantiel

modern curves

This page: Nils and Karli
Erickson traded in their
’70s tract home in Lakewood for a one-of-a-kind
contemporary house in
LoHi designed by architecture firm Studio
H:T. The custom home
fits comfortably into
the growing mosaic of
modern dwellings in the
neighborhood, yet its
distinctive curve often
prompts a double-take
from passersby. Facing
page: The extra-long,
narrow lot features an
outdoor, fire-lit seating
area with a stunning
faux celestial view.

Ahead of the Curve

F

From the rooftop deck of Nils and

Karli Erickson’s Lower Highlands home,
you get one of those knockout Denver
views: the lights of Coors Field, historic
Union Station, and the towering skyline
to the east; mountain peaks rising to the
west. “There is a time at dusk,” Nils says,
“when the sun is setting and all the buildings are brighter than the sky.” It’s Denver’s urban alpenglow.
Two years ago, the young couple
moved their growing family from a cookie-cutter home on a Lakewood cul-de-sac
to this vibrant neighborhood northwest
of downtown. Although they didn’t plan
to build from scratch, they stumbled
upon an empty lot that had space for a big
backyard (on their wish list) and was just
around the corner from Nils’ office (also
a plus). When they met Brad Tomecek, a
neighbor, and Christopher Herr of architecture firm Studio H:T, whose contemporary design approach resonated with
them, the deal was sealed. “They asked us
questions like, ‘What do you want living
here to look like?’ ” Karli says. “It felt safe
to us.”
The Ericksons’ design requests were
simple: four bedrooms, indoor and out-
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“We want to fill our
home with friends and
family, and have comfortable spaces for
hanging out so people
feel like they can stay,”
Karli says. Wide-plank
birch floors, a long Caesarstone countertop,
and funky Niche Modern
pendants contribute to
the welcoming atmosphere. Above: A deepblue velvet banquette
and matching chairs
surround an oval Saarinen-inspired table.

Nils’ memory of family
gatherings on his mother’s Midwest farm, and
the couple’s preference
for the “organic feel” of
wood, led them to builders Lee and Deborah
Lambert and their family
business, Tomahawk
Timberframe, which specializes in log and big
timber construction. The
Ericksons’ finely crafted
home feels both barnlike and nautical at the
same time.

Ahead of the Curve

door entertaining spaces, and a play area
for their two small children, Bodie, five,
and Tate, two. It all seemed straightforward to Tomecek and Herr. But their
resulting design is anything but, thanks in
part to the home’s unusual mix of neighbors. The site is bookended on the west by
a three-story, multifamily condominium
complex, with balconies that overlook the
lot, and on the east by Our Lady of Light
monastery, where the nuns have occasional silent hours. In an inspired example
of form-meets-function, the design duo
developed a gently curved vertical piece—
resembling a ship’s sail—to create privacy

O Interior Design turned up the volume in
the house with its clever pairings of texture,
pattern, and color with the goal of maximizing
the usability of each space. DC Upholstery built
the lounge chairs (top), which swivel and are
covered in a chartreuse Darly Leopold fabric.
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Bodie’s bedroom is his
retreat from his little
brother, Tate. His sunlit
room sports Serena &
Lily bedding from Room
& Board; books, baskets,
and stuffed animals tuck
into stacked shelves from
Target. O Interior Design
designed the Twister
print drapery by Groundworks to double as a
blackout shade for the
occasional midday nap.

Ahead of the Curve

for the Ericksons and their condo neighbors, and then placed the quieter living
areas, such as bedrooms, on the east side
of the property out of respect for the nuns.
The curve also fits within the bulk-plane
restrictions (the invisible envelope that
determines how big a house can be) set by
the city for new residential construction.
The curve is the home’s dominant
feature. Friends and neighbors affectionately refer to it as the sail, or ship’s
hull, or whalebone; the architects have
dubbed it the “shield house” for the buffer the curve creates from the neighbors.
The shield is crafted from Douglas fir
timbers—each vertical rib is connected
with wooden shims and dowels, not glue
or nails. Inside, the curve gives contrast
to the staircase’s Jenga-like horizontal
wood slabs and scoops sunlight from the
third-story windows to create an organic,
dappled-forest vibe.
Andrea Schumacher and Shadie Copeland of Denver’s O Interior Design were
brought onboard to do the interiors. “The
homeowners wanted to create a space
that exudes a sense of fun for their kids,
while also being a sophisticated place
for entertaining,” Copeland says. Playful
splashes of color, texture, and pattern—
like the Gainsborough slate-blue velvet
fabric on the kitchen banquette and the
powder room’s graphic-print Sanderson
wallpaper—bring this vision to life.
Outside, a spacious backyard makes
room for an edible garden, outdoor kitchen, sandbox, and deck—which doubles as a
stage and seating for impromptu children’s
performances. Landscape architect Courtney McRickard of Denver’s Three Sixty
Design created the yard’s pièce de résistance, the fireplace seating area, where
a vertically hung, laser-cut image of the
constellation Perseus (in the sky directly
over Colorado every summer) is backlit,
creating a luminous setting for conversation. The result is a series of seamless
spaces that are sunlit and welcoming and
offer unexpected richness.
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The rooftop deck, with
its panoramic views of
the city and mountains,
is one spot among many
that elicits “oohs” and
“aahs” from guests.
Facing page: Landscape architect Courtney McRickard of Three
Sixty Design planned
a series of functional
outdoor rooms framed
with a graceful walk that
resembles the home’s
unique curved form.
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House We Love

Jewel in the Rough
Building a dream home—on gritty, teeming East Colfax.
By Sarah Goldblatt
There are few architectural reminders of East Colfax’s
residential heyday. Most of what’s left of Capitol Hill’s
once-bustling, turn-of-the-century streetcar thoroughfare is
obscured by a hodgepodge of 7-Elevens, auto-supply stores, and
liquor marts. Zoning encourages higher-density housing in this
area, but single-family homes are almost unheard of. That is,
except for the home of one Denver couple, who recently took a
chance on the infamous street.
•

room with a view (Above) Corrugated polycarbonate sheets were used to enclose
utilitarian spaces like the pantry and bathrooms. These partitions transmit diffused
light and provide a hint of the shapes contained within. Concrete countertops, stainless steel appliances, and Ikea cabinets provide a modern contrast to the home’s
historic shell. The entry door—located in the alley—is a single door within a larger
pivoting paneled door, which allows easy access for moving large items in and out.
The door was custom designed and fabricated by Chris Genz of CGDB.
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jeffrey belsick (2)

city livin’ Even
with traffic hurtling past on East
Colfax, and its
original neighbors
long gone, this
100-plus-year-old
structure maintains its composure. Inside, the
home is a remarkably peaceful oasis
where outside
noise is reduced to
a murmur.

You trust us to clean your carpet. Rely on us to clean your hard floor
surfaces as well. The Stanley Steemer ® deep cleaning process
extracts dirt from within the cracks and crevices of your hardwood and
tile to provide a cleaner environment for you and your family.

Clean, restore, protect and save $25!
Promo Code: CRP25

Expires: 03/31/13

Beyond Carpet Cleaning
CARPET | TILE & GROUT | HARDWOOD | UPHOLSTERY

1-800-STEEMER | stanleysteemer.com
®

Minimum $150. Not valid in combination with other coupons or offers. Residential only; cannot be used for restoration services. Must present coupon at
time of service. Valid at participating locations only. Certain restrictions may apply. Call for Details.

House We Love
going up The beetle-kill wood stairway to the third-floor office can be
seen from the second floor. Adjacent to a dumbwaiter is a 100-percent
reclaimed and reused acrylic wall designed and built by Lost Sock
Symposium. The wall was created by collecting scraps of sheet acrylic
destined for the landfill; the acrylic was cut into strips and laminated
together to make a translucent partition wall between the hallway and
bathroom. The floors are original oak and restored to their original look.
New openings in the floor levels allow natural light to filter to lower levels.
Random openings in the brick walls—created by former residents—have
been retained and reinforced.

After a decade of LoDo loft-living, the
couple (who preferred to remain anonymous) wanted more space downtown—
without the downtown price tag. When
they saw this dilapidated, down-on-itsluck former single-family home with
commercial frontage, they fell in love.
Built in the 1890s, the 5,100-square-foot,
four-story brick and terra-cotta structure
offered all the stuff of home-improvement
dreams. The basement, which includes
an intact vault (once storage for tenant
Wayne Pepper Furs), was the clincher.
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from top: jeffrey belsick; jennifer davidson

farm to home An industrial-strength folded and
stacked steel stairway is the primary route from the
basement pool area to the private second-floor living
zone. Each stair is welded to a steel tube that stretches between floor levels, yet its open profile allows the
home’s original charm to flow through it. Hog mesh—
typically used for farming—is used between the steel
handrail supports. Layers of plaster were removed to
reveal the original brick walls.

Time To Impress Yourself.
35th Annual September Sale.

Here’s your chance to wrap your arms around the purest, most sensual fabrics in the world while saving
15 to 30% on anything your heart desires. Once you rub shoulders with the finest natural cotton, silk,
linen and cashmere, you’ll crave luxury at a whole new level. Hurry in while everything’s on sale – in stock,
online and custom orders. You’ll be the most practical, most pampered person you know!
Come to our newly remodeled Cherry Creek showroom for free in-store design consultation. Click our website
for hundreds of ideas for your home, or visit our new store in Boulder. But hurry! Sale ends September 30th.

Bed | Bath | Baby | Table

Denver | Cherry Creek North
3113 East Third Avenue (At St. Paul) | 303-322-1712

Boulder | The Village
2460 Canyon Blvd. (Next to McGuckins) | 303-440-3473

9:30-6 M-F | 10-5 Sat | 11-4 Sun | Established in 1978 | www.brassbedfinelinens.com

House We Love
Rare is the renovation that exposes each
layer of history, but architects Ted Schultz and
Jeffrey Belsick did just that, weaving old and
new: Brick walls, remnants of plaster, and floor
joists were left unchanged and mixed with
contemporary details like steel staircases
and railings, concrete counters, and ceramic
tile. To update the building, they sliced out

sections of floors and removed walls so natural light could filter through large upperfloor windows.
Living in a house near hurtling traffic and
late-night Ogden Theater crowds isn’t for everyone, the homeowners acknowledge. But
here is where life is happening, they say—or
will be happening.

OLd meets new Much of the existing rough-sawn lumber (dating to the 1890s)—which was removed during
construction—was salvaged and reused throughout
the house. Old floorboards became window sills, and
2x4 framing was repositioned to give unexpected form
to the wall behind the couple’s aluminum bed frame.
The castors on the bed allow the room to be easily
rearranged. Refinished oak floors and exposed wood
ceilings heighten the contrast between old and new.

poured concrete vanity and follow the pattern of the
stair on the opposite side of the wall. The rich, patterned green tile is from a factory in San Miguel de
Allende, Mexico, and is part of an array of seconds
the homeowners used throughout their home to add
splashes of color and texture. Exposed wiring and
plumbing is part of the intentional weaving of new
and old.
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jeffrey belsick (2)

water closet Beetle-kill pine panels slip behind the
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Lights Out

•

free and clear

A Denver couple builds their dream contemporary home—from the staircase up.

ron pollard

Matt and Erin Neren wanted one thing when
they designed their modernist Hilltop home:
simplicity. The couple is inundated with details
at work: Matt’s an advertising executive; Erin’s
a graphic designer. Architect David Robb of
Denver’s Robb Studio, Inc., shared their appreciation for restraint, as evidenced by the
now-completed home’s centerpiece, a custom
wood, steel, and glass staircase. The steel’s
dusky finish is a weightier contrast to the twostory, frosted-glass window backdrop, and
the tailored, white oak treads make the whole
piece appear to float between floors. Transparent guardrails allow light to pass through onto
a strategically placed Gerrit Rietveld Zig-Zag
chair. But the real drama occurs at night when
the staircase creates a silhouette through the
windows and hints at the beauty—and simplicity—inside.—Sarah Goldblatt
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